Arctic Angels: Leading the Way to the Climate Future
An Intergenerational Journey of a Lifetime to Antarctica

Create the climate leaders of the future and sponsor an Arctic Angel to join the 2041 ClimateForce Expedition to Antarctica in November 2021. Led by Robert Swan OBE, the first person in history to walk to both Poles, the expedition will equip young leaders with the resources and solutions to become part of a global force for change.

You Can't Plant Ice: watch this short video to hear from Arctic Angel Divya Nawale on why supporting young people on this journey matters.

How about sending one of your staff members too?

Experiential Learning: They will be joining scientists, educators, business leaders and other young activists from around the world to share in a unique blend of leadership development and climate change education. Whilst experiencing the wonders of the South Pole, they can connect by satellite with your organisation and bring your staff on the journey virtually. The expedition coincides with COP26 - if you plan to attend, this can be incorporated into your programming.

Investment in Human Capital: Sending delegates on this journey is not only a tangible commitment to saving the planet, but an investment in your organisation's human capital. They will return with a deep understanding of climate change and motivated to make the changes we need to protect our planet.

Exclusive Network of Alumni: Give your organisation access to a network of public, private and international leaders driving sustainable business innovation, corporate social responsibility, and policy and education reform. Previous participants have joined from Cisco, SAP, Bain & Company, JP Morgan, Samsung among many others.

Media Exposure: Global Choices and The Explorer’s Passage have professional PR companies to maximise visibility. Coverage to date includes the Wall Street Journal (USA), The Telegraph (UK), The Times (UK), and the Times of India (India), reaching a global audience.

Sponsorship Levels

$16,250 - Special rate allocated to send one of Global Choices’ Arctic Angels.

$25,000 - Corporate sponsorship package that will enhance your ESG by sending a young female Arctic Angel who will create unique and creative content for your company from Antarctica with follow on presentations if required. There is an opportunity for the Arctic Angels to be brand ambassadors.

$50,000 - Send a member of your corporation along with the Arctic Angel and double the benefits.

Contact Emma Wilkinson, Arctic Angels Coordinator emma@globalchoices.org for further information.